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I
t may sound like a recipe for broken hearts and unplanned pregnancies, but 

the Kreung tribe of remote North Eastern Cambodia believe this is the best 

teens their parents build them their own tiny “love huts” and encourage them 

sexual independence really is the secret to forming long lasting loving 

“traditional” values about appropriate sexual behaviour, the Kreung offer a 

valuable insight into what happens when girls are trusted to run their own 

outside world, this remarkable  culture is under threat from the increasing 

What happens when you give a teenage girl her own house and allow her to 
have as many boys as she likes come and stay the night with her?



early teens their parents build them their own tiny houses or “Love Huts” where they are allowed to have as many different 



I
they can spend their nights alone with whichever boys they wish and get to know them intimately

and the nation’s few remaining tigers still roam the forests - encouraging teenage experimentation and trusting girls to make their own choices is 

the purity movement, but for Kreung girls things are very different and they appear to have little trouble determining what they want and expect 

-

running water, are raised on stilts where old people laze, children play, and a clamour of pigs, dogs and chickens shelter in the shade beneath the 

Nang Chan is a delicately built and softly spoken young woman, but she has strong opinions on the important role the love huts play in creating 

Stories of women in undeveloped countries being dominated by men and having few or no rights have been told so often that it can almost seem as 

w

-

dusk to her own love hut in the village and await her evening visitors

“I moved in to my house when I was 15 and since then I’ve had four 
special boyfriends. I don’t keep count of how many other boys come 
to stay the night. There are two or three at the moment.”



condoms, but until very recently contraceptive methods apparently involved a rather unpalatable and dubiously effective (to say the least) cocktail 

freedom might lead to, Nang Chan believes the trust and independence girls here are given encourages them to be responsible and careful with 

“If a girl gets pregnant by a man who doesn’t love her, but another boy does love her he will marry her anyway and bring the baby up as his own 

His attitude is a far cry from that in mainstream Cambodian society where women are expected to remain virgins until they marry and those who 

many partners they want, but the men agree “about ten” is the average number of love interests a person needs to meet their “soul mate” (most 

-

-

sidered disreputable if they smoke and drink heavily, but Kreung women are enthusiastic partiers, their hair often pinned up with the little silver 

“If a girl gets pregnant by a man who doesn’t love her, but another 

boy does love her he will marry her anyway and bring the baby up 

as his own -”



their boyfriends love them and they’re going to get married, but since it happened to two of them at the same time, we thought we should have a 

The girls look relaxed hanging around with their boyfriend and there’s no indication that their forthcoming nupitals are in anyway forced or un-

-

“Having your own house means boys are more likely to come and visit you, they are too shy to come if you live with your parents, ” says Tia, 15, 

-

The male/female friendships that develop during the girls’ time in their Love Huts mean that it’s good for building a sense of community and 

-

-



least, from the commercialisation of sex or religious dictates, young women have had a powerful place in Kreung society and full say over their 

The independence girls have here, and the lack of many taboos and restraints regarding their romances, have resulted not in a orgy of casual teen-

“Having your own house means boys are more likely to come and visit you, they are too shy to come if you live with your 

parents, ” she says

-

nology in the region which means some boys have started downloading porn 





Nying and Kablim believe that the love huts gave them the chance to get to know each other they might not have had other-





-



pictures are available to view  for editing and caption 






















